This paper suggests an effective approach to design optimal strategic air traffic management strategies under weather uncertainty. The approach is based on the multivariate probabilistic collocation method, which constructs a good low-order polynomial approximation of the original system mapping over likely parameter values, from which optimal management strategies can be derived. We illustrate the optimal management design procedure through an example of designing Minutesin-trail (MINIT) and routing strategies for two correlated weather zones. The performance analysis shows this approach is promising for the real-time design of strategic air traffic management strategies due to its correctness and efficiency.
I. Introduction
onvective weather events reduce region capacities in the National Airspace System (NAS), and account for the majority of traffic delays in the United States. Strategic Air Traffic Flow Management (TFM) is concerned with re-allocating limited resources 2-15 hours in advance to resolve the discrepancy between demand and reduced capacity. A major challenge facing strategic TFM is the existence of weather uncertainties at this long look-ahead time and the need to design traffic management plans that work well under a range of weather possibilities.
In order to design effective approaches for optimal management strategies under weather uncertainties, we have put forth efforts along two parallel directions. First is the modeling of stochastic weather propagation dynamics. A stochastic automation-based weather simulator has been developed to track the spatiotemporal propagation of convective weather. [1] [2] [3] Second is the modeling of traffic management strategies, followed by the evaluation and parameter optimization of these strategies under uncertainty. [4] [5] [6] [7] In Ref. 4 , five typical flow management strategies, including routing, Miles-in-trail/minutes-in-trail (MIT/MINIT), Time-based metering (TBM), Airspace Flow Program (AFP) and Ground Delay Program (GDP) are captured as queuing-type flow restrictions. In Ref. 5, 7 , effective methods are developed to 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics evaluate the impact of these management strategies on the performance of traffic systems. Along the direction of optimal strategy design, we studied in Ref. 5 a simple optimal management strategy design problem: the design of MINIT restriction on a flow entering a single stochastic weather zone. The optimal restriction design is based upon an effective simulation method, called Probabilistic Collocation Method (PCM). 8, 9 In particular, PCM permits the use of a few smartly selected weather samples to define a reduced-order polynomial representation of the design space under uncertainty, from which the optimal restriction can be easily derived.
Despite these advances, we note the above analysis does not easily generalize to the design of multiple flow restrictions for multiple regions (or even NAS-wide). This is because multiple-region design problems cannot be simply decomposed into single-region design problems, due to the correlation of weather propagation at these regions. To achieve optimal flow restriction design for multiple correlated regions, we conducted fundamental studies on the PCM method when multiple correlated parameters are involved. In particular, we developed the multivariate PCM approach, which permits the selection of simulation points on correlated multi-dimensional uncertain parameter space to produce reduced-order mappings with zeroerror mean prediction. 6 In this paper, we demonstrate the capability of the multivariate PCM in designing optimal management strategies for multiple regions subject to spatiotemporal correlated weather events. In particular, we consider the scenario of multiple flows entering neighboring weather zones, and provide solutions to address the following two typical management design problems: 1) the design of optimal MINIT management initiatives for these regions, and 2) the design of rerouting management initiative (flow fraction assignment) for these multiple flows. To permit the PCM approach for optimal management design, we also study how a few key statistical parameters (such as weather starting time, duration, and intensity) can be used to capture the key characteristics of correlated weather events.
The organization of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II includes the modeling framework and the problem formulation. Section III contains a brief review of the PCM method. In Section IV, the empirical data-based multivariate PCM approach is applied to design multiple MINIT restrictions in correlated weather zones. In Section V, a similar approach is applied to optimal rerouting design. The difference resides in the additional effort to find the distribution of routing parameters. Discussions and conclusions are provided in Section VI.
II. Model Description and Problem Formulation
In this section, we first describe the integrated weather and flow restriction models that permit our analysis, and then mathematically formulate the two optimal air traffic flow management design problems: MINIT restriction design and rerouting design. In order to better illustrate our modeling and optimal design approaches, we use a specific two-region example throughout the paper as shown in Figure 1 . Despite the simplicity of the example, the same design procedure applies to larger-scale problems. We also note that both the weather and flow restriction models are highly abstract models, ignoring a variety of operational issues. However, such abstractions are reasonable considering the following two facts: 1) there is large uncertainty in the strategic time-frame, and 2) the goal is strategic management of traffic flows instead of tactical control of flight trajectories. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
A. Weather Model
The weather model that we use in this paper adopts the stochastic weather simulator developed in Ref. 1 . In particular, the simulated airspace is decomposed into small grids, with white color representing normal capacity and black color denoting capacity reduction caused by convective weather (see Figure 1) . The stochastic propagation of convective weather is governed by the influence model, 10 with parameters estimated from hourly probabilistic weather forecasts. Running the simulator can produce a rich number of weather ensembles covering the range of weather possibilities. From analyzing the weather ensembles or directly the stochastic weather model, we can obtain the statistics of weather propagation, which is the core information needed for our optimal strategy design under uncertainty.
In this paper, we consider two scheduled streams of flows entering two neighboring regions A and B with the same capacities. A cold front (indicating a weather front associated with convective weather) passes through these two regions sequentially, producing capacity reductions as shown in Figure 1b . The percentage of capacity reduction in each region is defined as the fraction of black grids in the region at each moment. For instance, the capacity reduction in region B is 7/8 according to Figure 1b .
Here we use six random parameters to capture the stochastic weather propagation: 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 2 , and 2 . In particular, the cold front hits region A from time 1 with a reduced capacity 1 . We assume that the capacity remains constant (i.e. average capacity reduction) for a span of 1 before the weather leaves the region. After that, its capacity returns to its original value . Similarly, region B undergoes weatherinduced capacity reduction from time 2 , with capacity reduced from the normal value (= )R to 2 , for a span of 2 . As the same cold font passes through the neighboring two regions, there is interdependency between the sets of random weather parameters associated with the two regions. For instance, the start time 2 is dependent upon the duration 1 and start time 1 of region A due to spatial weather propagation delay; the duration 2 R is dependent upon the duration 1 R due to the correlation of propagation speed; and the capacity 2 R is dependent upon 1 Rdue to the correlation of weather intensity across time.
B. Flow Restriction Model
For each region, we use the discrete-time queuing model (or saturation model) developed in Ref. 
When there is no management restriction, backlog is only caused by the weather-induced capacity constraint [ ]. In this case, the dynamic of the model can be simplified to:
We integrate the above stochastic weather model and the flow restriction model to simulate the impact of stochastic weather and management restriction on flows. In particular, each weather ensemble generated by the stochastic weather simulator produces a reduced capacity sample [ ] for each . The capacity sample and the sequence of deterministic management restrictions (which are subject to design), feed to the above dynamics to obtain the associated total cost over a time span.
C. Problem Formulation
In this section, we mathematically formulate the design of two types of flow management initiatives: 1) MINIT restriction design for these two regions, and 2) rerouting of flows to these two regions. As convective weather events are random at the strategic time-frame, the resulting backlogs are also uncertain. As such, we define the performance metric using backlog statistics, and in particular the mean backlog under a range of weather possibilities. Let us detail the formulation of each optimal management design problem.
Problem 1: Optimal MINIT restriction design under weather uncertainty. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The aim of this management is to transfer weather-induced backlogs (associated with high unit cost) to management-induced backlogs (associated with low unit cost), through the design of start, duration, and strength of MINIT initiatives.
This problem is formulated as designing a set of management design variables to minimize a cost function as shown below:
• Management design variables: the start time , duration , and strength R of the MINIT restriction for region A. A similar set of design variables are defined for region B, denoted as , , and . • Cost function: total mean cost of weather-and management-induced backlogs over a time span
. 1 R and 2 R are scaling factors representing the unit costs associated with each type of backlogs.
Problem 2: Optimal Rerouting design under weather uncertainty.
The aim of this management action is to route flows to regions less affected by convective weather. In particular, when bad weather is not present in region A or region B, total inflows are equally distributed to the two regions. When the cold front comes to region A, the region has less capacity than region B, and as such more flow should be routed to region B. At this stage, we use 1 to denote fraction of the total flow assigned to region A, and in consequence (1 − 1 ) of the total flow is assigned to region B. Later when the cold front propagates to region B, more fraction of flow should be assigned to region A instead. We then denote a fraction 2 of the total flow distributed to region A, and
This problem is then formulated as designing a set of management design variables to minimize a cost function as shown below:
• Management design variables: the flow redistribution start time R and flow fraction 1 when region A is affected by convective weather; flow redistribution switching time and the corresponding flow fraction 2 when weather is affecting regions B; and time when both flows restore their original fractions 0.5.
• Cost function: total mean cost of weather-induced backlogs over a time span �0, �, defined as
. 2 is the scaling factor representing the unit cost associated with weatherinduced backlog. Since no management restriction acts on flows, the cost is determined only by weather-induced backlog.
III. Review of the Probabilistic Collocation Method
The probability collocation method is an effective method to evaluate the uncertainty of computationally expensive systems. For a system with an uncertain input parameter, the typical method to evaluate the output performance of the system is to enumerate a large number of samples for this input parameter, and then simulate the system output at each of these input samples. The above so-called Monte Carlo method is time-consuming due to the large number of computationally expensive simulations. The PCM approach can significantly save computation, through smartly choosing a few parameter samples and simulating the system output at these selected parameter samples. PCM works because the limited parameter samples (PCM points) are selected based upon the probabilistic distribution of the parameter, and thus cover the likely range of parameter values. It was shown that an nth-order polynomial PCM mapping constructed from the selected PCM points and their corresponding simulated outputs can predict the same mean of the original system mapping of order not greater than 2n-1. 8 We have shown in Ref. 8 that the PCM mapping does not only produce the correct mean statistics but also other interesting statistics such as cross-correlation, and is the minimum mean-square estimator among polynomials of certain order. This statistical analysis fundamentally suggests that the PCM mapping is a good approximation of the original mapping over the likely range of parameter values.
Another relevant work we have developed on PCM theory is the use of PCM when multiple uncertain parameters are involved. A two-variable example is shown in Figure 3 . In general, the single-variable PCM approach cannot be directly generalized to the multivariate case. We studied in Ref. 6 the general form of original mappings and conditions on parameter distributions that permit the multivariate PCM mapping to produce the same mean of the original mapping. Here is a brief summary of the main results. If the multiple uncertain parameters are independent, or the original mapping does not include cross-terms (e.g., terms American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics with the multiplication of multiple uncertain parameters), we can select PCM points based upon the marginal distribution of each parameter independently. The mapping constructed from the evaluation of these PCM points estimates the correct mean. If any of the above two conditions are violated, choosing PCM points based upon marginal distributions in general cannot produce the correct mean. In this case, we show that a PCM point selection procedure based upon marginal distributions can lead to a mapping with the correct mean under certain conditions. The multivariate PCM approach is widely applicable to applications that involve computationally-expensive simulation of multiple uncertain parameters. As in many applications parameter distributions are not directly available, we developed an empirical data-based PCM approach to obtain PCM points directly from parameter data set 6 . The procedures of the empirical-date-based PCM points' selection are briefly summarized here. We first find the moments or conditional moments of each input parameter from the sample data set. Then, orthogonal polynomial or conditional orthogonal polynomial 12 for each parameter can be constructed accordingly. Their roots are the PCM points used for simulation and uncertainty evaluation. In this paper, we take one step further in the sense of using the PCM mapping to find optimal decision-making solutions. We will use the empirical data-based multivariate PCM approach to design optimal air traffic management initiatives robust to a range of weather possibilities.
IV. Optimal MINIT Design under Weather Uncertainty
In this section, we first elaborate upon the procedures to use the multivariate PCM-based approach for optimal MINIT restriction design. We then show the optimal design results and the advantages of the proposed approach.
A. Procedures of the Multivariate PCM-based Approach for MINIT Design
Step 1: Weather data generation. We utilize the weather simulator 1 to generate a large set of weather ensembles, and then find the six weather parameter values ( 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 2 , and 2 ) associated with each weather ensemble. Because of spatiotemporal correlation of weather propagation, these parameters are subject to interdependency. In particular, the start time 2 is dependent upon 1 and 1 ; the duration 2 is dependent upon the duration 1 ; and the reduced capacity 2 is dependent upon 1 . Here, weather start time is marked by the first time the region has at least two black grids. The difference between the last time the region has at least two black grids and is defined as duration . The average reduced capacity during the span of weather is calculated as the normal capacity scaled by the average fraction of white grids during this span.
Step 2: Selection of multi-dimensional weather PCM points. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Based upon the set of weather parameters obtained in Step 1, the empirical data-based multivariate PCM is used to find the critical PCM points. 9 To do that, we first find the sample moments of 1 , 1 and 1 , as they serve as the parameters that 2 , 2 , 2 are conditioned upon. From these sample moments, the PCM points along each of the dimensions 1 , 1 and 1 are obtained. The PCM points along the dimension of 2 and 2 are then selected based upon the conditional sample moments of 2 and 2 for each combination of the PCM points for 1 and 1 . Similarly, the PCM points along the dimension of 2 are selected from the conditional sample moment of 2 on each of the PCM points for 1 .
Step 3: Identification of PCM management mapping. Our previous work 5 suggests that for each deterministic weather data ensemble, the best MINIT design concurs with the set of deterministic weather parameters, i.e. = 1 , = 2 , = 1 , = 2 , = 1 , and = 2 . As such, the weather PCM points selected from Step 2 can directly be used as the PCM points for management evaluation. For each 6-tuple management PCM point denoting a specific design, all weather PCM points are used to find the associated total mean cost defined as ∑ (
) is then uniquely defined based upon the 6-tuple management design points and their associated total mean costs.
Step 4: Derivation of optimal management solution.
As the management mapping is a multi-dimensional polynomial function defined in a feasible space of the six management design variables, we can find the optimal solution, though, for example, making the partial derivatives of the total mean cost with respect to each of the variables zero when the function is convex in the feasible space. The solution associated with the minimum total mean cost in the feasible management space represents the optimal management design.
B. Optimal Management Design Results
In this two-region example, the normal capacity and of the two regions are both 10 per unit time (defined as ∆ = 15
). The simulator generates 138611 weather ensembles to cover the range of weather possibilities. The distribution of each of the six weather parameters is shown in Figure 4 We construct a PCM mapping ( , , , , , ) with the degree of each variable not greater than 2 to approximate the true mapping between management design variables and the total mean cost. To Figure 5 ), and thus different set of PCM points. Specifically, as 2 and 2 are conditional upon 1 and 1 respectively, 3 selected PCM points for each of 1 and 1 will result in 9 selected PCM points each for 2 and 2 ; Similarly, since 2 is dependent upon both 1 and 1 , 3 × 3 = 9 combinations of the PCM points of 1 and 1 identify 9 × 3 = 27 PCM points for 2 . Therefore, a total of 3 6 = 729 weather PCM points are selected.
a) b) Figure 5. a) Distributions of conditioned upon 3 different PCM point selection along the dimension of . b) Distributions of conditioned upon 3 different PCM point selection along the dimension of
We assume that two streams of deterministic flows sampled from a Poisson process with mean 5 per 15 minutes enter the two regions. As weather PCM points concur with management PCM points, we utilize this property to identify the management mapping. In particular, for each management PCM point, we simulate and evaluate the total cost at each of the selected 729 weather PCM point based on the cost
, where = 24 hours, 1 = 1 and 2 = 4. Then, all of the 729 management PCM points and associated total mean costs are used to identify the coefficients in the reduced-order PCM mapping between management variables and total mean cost. In the derived polynomial mapping, the degree of each variable is less than 3. Furthermore, we notice that the total mean cost of the two regions is the summation of that of each region. In particular, the mapping ( , , , , , ) can be decomposed as ( , , ) + ( , , ), where and are the functions subject to management variables in each region. This expression can significantly reduce the terms/coefficients of the polynomial mapping function from 729 to 3 3 + 3 3 =54, by eliminating the cross terms involving management variables of both regions. Least Square Estimation (LSE) is then applied to identify the 54 coefficients of this further reduced-order mapping. Optimal management solution can be found as = 1.23ℎ , = 2.86ℎ , = 3.24, = 4.59, = 1.36ℎ , and = 1.245ℎ
, through taking partial derivatives of this PCM mapping function with respect to each of the design variables. We expect that a good MINIT management planning should be able to reduce the total mean cost of air traffic congestion under weather uncertainty, because of its objective to transform high unit cost ( 2 ) weather-induced backlog into low unit cost ( 1 ) management-induced backlog. In our example, the total mean cost under optimal MINIT management for region A is 61.47, and region B is 152.39. If without management strategies, the total mean cost of two regions is 413.96, with 152.312 in region A and 259.65 in region B.
We also apply the Monte Carlo simulation to find the optimal solution: = 1ℎ , = 2.5ℎ , = 3.3 and = 5, = 1.5ℎ , = 1.5ℎ . The results match well with those obtained using the PCM approach. The small difference is mainly due to the 15-minute simulation resolution. Comparison suggests that the PCM approach is capable of identifying the near-optimal solution with significantly fewer simulations. Specifically, PCM approach needs only 729 × 729 simulations. This first "729" stands for the number of selected management PCM points and the second "729" denotes the number of selected weather PCM points to simulate. However, the Monte Carlo approach takes a tremendously larger number of simulations (10 5 × 138611) to cover the 6-variable design space. This study suggests the main advantage of PCM-based approach is in terms of computational efficiency, making this approach promising for real time management.
As it is difficult to visualize our 7-dimentional management design mapping (including 6 input management variables and one output), we fix four parameters , , , and at their optimal values, and only vary and .The three-dimensional mapping is demonstrated in Figure 6a . We also apply the Monte Carlo simulation to construct a mapping as shown in Figure 6b . The optimal solutions suggested by the 3-dimentional mappings are marked as red spots in those two figures. We notice that the shapes of the two mappings are slightly different because we use a polynomial function to approximate a complex nonlinear air traffic system. However, the optimal solutions generated by those two methods are close to each other, which verify the capability of the PCM-based approach to identify a good mapping and to obtain the best management design. 
V. Optimal Rerouting Design under Weather Uncertainty
Re-routing is another effective method to reduce region congestion. In the two-region example, because of the sequential influence of the cold front to the two regions, it is unlikely that the two regions will be subject to capacity reduction at the same time. As such, redistributing flows into the two regions at different times can also lead to significant cost reduction. In this section, we first illustrate the procedures of multivariate PCM-based optimal rerouting design. We then present the results using the two-region example, and discuss the attractive performance of the PCM-based approach, in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
A. Procedures of the Multivariate PCM-based Approach for Optimal Rerouting Design
The first two steps regarding weather data generation and weather PCM point selection are the same as those in the MINIT design, and thus are skipped here. Please refer to Section IV.A for the details.
Step3: Identification of the rerouting management mapping.
In order to achieve the mapping between rerouting management parameters and the associated mean total costs, we first need to identify the distributions of routing design variables. This step is significantly different from that in the MINIT restriction design. In particular, in the MINIT restriction design, the distributions of design parameters are precisely same as those of the weather parameters; however in rerouting there does not exist such equivalence. In order to obtain the distributions of routing variables, we use the following approach.
For each selected 6-tuple weather PCM point, we find the associated optimal rerouting design ( , 1 , , 2 , ) using a simple search algorithm. This step does not need large computational time, as the initial optimal management parameter values to be used as the seeds in the search algorithm are very easy to guess, and in fact these initial guesses are likely to be very close to the optimal values. For instance, a good guess of the switching time is the start time 2 of weather in region B. Searching around 2 can quickly lead to the optimal . The distributions for these optimal solutions are the same as the distributions of the associated weather.
Next, based upon the distributions of optimal solutions, we apply the multivariate PCM approach again to find the 5-tuple rerouting PCM points. To find the associated cost for each of these rerouting PCM points, the 6-tuple weather PCM points selected in step 2 are used to obtain the total mean cost defined
in section II.C. A low-order mapping ( , 1 , , 2 , ) between the rerouting PCM points and the associated costs can then be easily constructed.
Step4: Derivation of the optimal management solution. The optimal management solution can then be found from the mapping ( , 1 , , 2 , ) . If the function is not convex, we can use search algorithms such as the trust-region-reflective algorithm to obtain the optimal routing solution in the feasible management space.
B. Optimal Rerouting Design Results
To illustrate the procedure and understand the performance of the multivariate PCM-based rerouting design approach, we consider the same weather ensemble data used in the MINIT design. In particular, the same 729 6-tuple representative weather samples are selected as the weather PCM points. In good weather conditions, the two streams of inflows entering the two regions are the same as those in MINIT example (i.e. each flow is a sampled Poisson process with mean 5 per 15 minutes). The rerouting plan works as follows: during the time span [ , ), less flow ( 1 of the sum of the two inflows) is assigned to region A because of its associated weather-induced capacity reduction. Similarly, more flow ( 2 of the total inflows) is distributed to region A from to as the weather has passed region A and is affecting region B. To obtain the multivariate PCM mapping associated with design variables , 1 , , 2 and , we must identify critical management PCM points first. However, the 6-tuple weather PCM points cannot directly related to the 5-tuple management PCM points. Additional effort is needed to derive the distributions of the management variables, from which the management PCM points can be found. Our idea is to use the 729 representative weather PCM samples (with their associated probabilities) to obtain the distribution of management variables. To do that, for each deterministic PCM weather sample, we use a simple search algorithm to find the set of best rerouting parameter values associated with the minimum cost
, where = 24 hour and 2 = 4, to be consistent with the settings of the MINIT design. This process leads to 729 typical optimal rerouting management of the form of ( , 1 , , 2 , ) . Each of the 729 5-tuple optimal management designs is associated with the same probability of the corresponding weather scenario.
Then, we assume that the mapping between routing parameters and total mean cost can be well captured by a polynomial with degree of each variable less than 3. This is the minimum-degree mapping to find potential optimal solutions. Using the empirical data-based PCM approach, 3 }, from their distributions respectively. We mentioned that our selection of PCM management points is essentially based upon the 729 typical weather scenarios instead of the entire 138611 weather ensembles o save computation. To justify the correctness of our selected management PCM points based upon the reduced weather ensemble set, we compare them with the selections obtained through Monte Carlo methods (see Figure 7) . The PCM points for each rerouting management parameter obtained using the two methods are very close. This step results in a total 3 5 = 243 management PCM points. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Next, we evaluate the total mean costs at these selected management PCM points to obtain the management PCM mapping. Again, for each management PCM point, we estimate the total mean cost based on the 729 weather PCM points instead of the large set of original Monte Carlo weather samples. To verify the accuracy of this estimation, we also compare the total mean backlogs associated with each of the management PCM points, obtained using the two methods. As shown in Figure 8 , it is clear that the use of weather PCM points can estimate the total mean backlog very well despite the significant reduced simulations. Now, we are able to construct a 6-dimentional polynomial management mapping function ( , 1 , , 2 , ) with degree of each management variable not greater than two, based upon the 243 PCM management points and the total mean cost associated with each of them. We notice that this routing management mapping is not convex within the feasible management domain by checking its second partial derivative. Instead, we apply trust-region-reflective searching algorithm to find the best rerouting management as = 0.75ℎ , 1 = 0.21, = 2.59ℎ , 2 = 0.75 and = 5ℎ . The corresponding total mean cost is 37.1420, which is much better than the one without management 413.96, and in fact is also better than that of the MINIT design. The results show that the delay can be effectively reduced by the rerouting initiative.
We also verify our results through a comparison with the Monte Carlo method. In particular, the Monte Carlo method finds the optimal solution to be: = 1hour , 1 = 0.18, = 2.5hour, 2 = 0.72 and = 5.25hour. The total mean cost is 58. The comparison suggests that the PCM approach is able to find the near-optimal for rerouting design under weather uncertainty. The differences are again mainly caused by the simulation resolution (15mins). The PCM-based re-routing design needs much fewer simulation times (243 × 729) than that of Monte Carlo approach (50000 × 138611) due to the use of representative management PCM points and weather PCM points instead of the huge Monte Carlo ensemble space. The significant improvement of computational efficiency makes PCM a promising approach for real time management design.
As five management variables are involved in the rerouting design, it is hard to visualize the shape of 5-dimentional management design space. To demonstrate the mapping and the optimal solution in an intuitive way, we fix , , and at their optimal values and only vary 1 and 2 . The resulting three dimensional mapping and the optimal solution are shown in Figure 9a . We similarly show the 3-dimentioanl mapping using the Monte Carlo approach in Figure 9b . As we use a polynomial function to approximate the real design mapping, it is generally different in shape from the true mapping; however the two mappings are similar in the likely range of parameter values. Moreover, the PCM-based approach can find the near optimal solution well. 
VI. Discussions and Conclusions
This paper introduces a novel multivariate-PCM-based approach to effectively design optimal strategic management strategies under spatiotemporally-correlated weather uncertainty. The key idea of this approach is to select representative weather scenarios based upon the understanding of spatiotemporallycorrelated weather distributions; and then select representative management points to construct a low-order approximated multi-dimensional mapping between the management parameters and system performance, from which the near-optimal solutions can be achieved. In order to better illustrate this approach, we use an example with two correlated weather zones and develop in detail the design procedures for two widelyused management initiatives: MINIT and Rerouting. The performance of the PCM-based optimal management design approach is verified through a comparison with that of the Monte Carlo method.
The advantages of the PCM approach are summarized below. First, compared to the Monte Carlo method to obtain optimal solutions, the multivariate PCM approach is more computationally effective, and thus more suitable for real-time applications. Second, the multivariate PCM approach produces an explicit polynomial approximation of the original system. Besides producing the optimal solution, the mapping can produce other useful insights, such as the sensitivities of design variables, the visualization of design space, etc. Despite the advantage of this approach for optimal decision-making, potential problems may arise especially when the number of uncertain parameters and design variables are large. We envision that the PCM approach can be combined with Model Predictive Control for a better design of optimal decisionmaking strategies under uncertainty. We will leave this direction to the future work. 
